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Abreakout success, ‘Stranger Things’ was a miraculous de-
velopment. Rejected by over 15 networks according to
creators the Duffer Brothers, it became an internet sen-

sation right out of the gate. Ironically though, when you look at
its concept - it had no right to become one. A cheesy sci-fi plot
set in mid-town USA lead by a group of adolescent boys taking
place in the 80’s is a tough sell especially when modern TV
shows are getting bigger and more bombastic. But Netflix took
a chance with the material and the result was nothing short of
outstanding. Nostalgic, emotional and brilliantly acted -
‘Stranger Things’ used the ingredients of what makes great tel-
evision and stirred it into a sheer delight to watch. The second
season that released last week had the enormous responsibility
of at least matching 2016’s biggest breakthrough television show.
I’m happy to say that it not only matches it, it straight up im-
proves on it in almost every way. 

Welcome back to Hawkins 
Taking place one year after the events of the first season, we

find our main cast on a kind of crossroad in their lives. Mike is
still distraught from losing Eleven and questions his continuing
loyalty towards someone who very well could be dead, Dustin
is wondering if his aloofness and goofy charm might not actually
be the best thing for him while Lucas is finding a new-found con-
fidence with himself. Will on the other hand is still recovering
from his traumatic stay in the ‘Upside-down’ while his mom and
brother have seemingly moved on from everything that hap-
pened. Town sheriff Hopper is staying cautious and most impor-
tantly silent on last year’s events but is harboring a major secret

from the entire town -he’s keeping Eleven quiet and safe in an
old lodge in the woods which he visits every night.

It’s a slow but effective set-up that weaves in themes of deal-
ing with the past and figuring out the future with a deft touch.
Our cast acknowledges what happened but can’t seem to make
peace with how it affected their town and their relationships.
Speaking of relationships, we find Nancy and Steve on shaky
ground as Nancy can’t help escape the responsibility of what
happened to her best friend (#justiceforBarb) while Steve is jug-
gling both his relationship issues and his future study plans.
Things only get more complicated from there as the town wel-
comes newcomers Billy and Max from California who are car-
rying their own weight of emotional baggage. Sean Astin’s
immensely lovable Bob and Paul Reiser’s suspicious Dr Owens
rounds out the new additions and they along with a surprise few
keep the everything moving along at a steadier pace.    

It might not sound like the most original set-ups but just like
the first season, the material is carried by one of the best televi-
sion ensembles in years. It’s dedication to show the multiple
facets of our characters without overtly imposing the plot upon
them shines through even brighter the second time around. Both
the characters and the plot feel more rounded and developed
and even its loving rendition of the 80’s time period feels slightly
more pronounced. Billy comes screeching in his Pontiac Firebird
with ‘Rock You Like A Hurricane’ by the Scorpions booming
from the radio - it simply doesn’t get more 80’s than that and I
loved every second of it. The background synth tracks by music
composers Kyle Dixon and Michael Stein also makes a welcome
return and they sound as engrossing as ever. 

Building on tropes 
‘Stranger Things’ wore its numerous inspirations and refer-

ences on its sleeves and revels in both its joys and its drawbacks.
Stephen King, John Hughes, James Cameron and Dungeon &
Dragons remain the show’s main foundations but instead of
falling back on those tropes, it uses them as jumping point. The
characters might be constant victims of circumstance and
clichÈs at times but the writing and performances are sharp
enough to overcome them and simply keep us invested in them
as real people. The show’s insistence on this aspect is one of the
main reasons it has become the sensation it is. They crack inap-
propriate jokes at inappropriate times; they make mistakes and
have problems getting a handle on their feelings and the people
around them. The fact that in only two relatively short seasons
they managed to create a complex, ever-changing high-school
love triangle is a testament to the fantastic writing. 

The shady, inter-dimensional projects of the government run
Hawkins Lab still serve as the show’s intense underbelly and this
season continues developing its story without expanding it too
needlessly. The Duffer brothers have stated their desire to keep-
ing the show’s journey contained within a 4-5 season arc and it
shows strongly here. Eleven’s back-story gets further developed
as well and we find out from the very first scene of the season
itself that she might not be the only one with extraordinary abil-
ities. It moves along well until it accumulates into an entire
episode solely dedicated to it and fans have rallied against.
Episode 7 of the season as such will always be maligned by the
fans (even though I quite liked it). I can understand the disap-
pointment as it deals with a lot of world-building that doesn’t
quite hit the mark. 

Apart from that minor misstep, I struggle to find even minor
faults with such an outstanding season of television, even the
camera work has improved tremendously with some truly awe-
inspiring shots. The ending was pretty much perfect and the few
plot threads left hanging only serve to make the wait for the next
season (which has already started shooting) all the more painful.
I rarely fall so deeply for TV shows but ‘Stranger Things’ goes
above and beyond ordinary television and creates something
truly outstanding. Season 3 can’t come soon enough. 

Stranger Things 2
REACHES NEW, STIRRING PEAKS  


